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Ladder Proof of Nonlocality without Inequalities: Theoretical and Experimental Results
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We show how a previous demonstration of nonlocality without inequalities for two spin-half particles
can be improved so that a greater proportion of the pairs are shown to be subject to a contradiction
with local realism. This is achieved by considering more settings of the apparatus at each end. Also,
we report on an experimental realization employing a tunable source of polarization entangled photons.
The experimental results violate locality (modulo, the efficiency loophole). [S0031-9007(97)04135-5]
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There have been various demonstrations of nonlocal
without inequalities [1–3]. One due to Hardy [3], which
can be implemented with two polarization entangled ph
tons (see also [4–6]), has been tested in two experime
[7,8]. However, in this proof, only approximately 9% of
the pairs of photons are shown to be subject to a cont
diction with local realism. In this paper we show how
this percentage can be improved to (50–d)% (whered is
any small finite number). Also we report an experiment
demonstration of this effect, employing a tunable sour
of polarization entangled states (shown in Fig. 1).

We consider a polarization entangled state for tw
photons of the form

jCl  aj1lAj1lB 2 bj2lAj2lB . (1)

On photon A (B) we make polarization measurement
along one of theK 1 1 possible directionsAk sBkd,
where k  0 to K. The corresponding quantum state
are jAkl and jBkl with orthogonal statesjA'

k l and jB'
k l,

respectively. These states provide an alternative basis
the subsystemsA andB, and hence we can write

j1lA  ckjAkl 1 c'
k jA'

k l , (2)

j2lA  sc'
k dpjAkl 2 cp

kjA'
k l , (3)

j1lB  ck jBkl 1 c'
k jB'

k l , (4)

j2lB  sc'
k dpjBkl 2 cp

kjB'
k l . (5)

In order to have a contradiction between locality an
quantum mechanics, we want to chooseAk and Bk such
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PK  ProbsAK  1, BK  1d fi 0 , (6)

ProbsAk  1, Bk21  0d  0 for k  1 to K , (7)

ProbsAk21  0, Bk  1d  0 for k  1 to K , (8)

ProbsA0  1, B0  1d  0 . (9)

Here, the statementAk  1 sAk  0d, for example, im-
plies thatAk has been measured andAk sA'

k d is the out-
come. First we will show that these properties, in co
junction with locality, lead to a contradiction and then w
will show how it is possible to realize them in quantu
theory.

Consider the exampleK  2. The “ladder” form of
the contradiction is shown in Fig. 2. Assume that, f
one particular run of the experiment,A2 andB2 have been
measured and the results,A2  1 andB2  1, have been
observed [that this is possible follows from predictio
(6)]. Assuming local realism, it follows from the resu
A2  1 and prediction (7) that, hadB1 been measured
the resultB1  1 would have been observed. Similarl
B2  1 and (8) imply that, hadA1 been measured, th
result A1  1 would have been observed. This takes
one rung down the ladder (Fig. 2). We can repeat this
go down again, obtainingA0  1 and B0  1. Hence,
it follows from local realism thatA0  1 and B0  1
with probability at least equal toPK , which contradicts
© 1997 The American Physical Society 2755
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FIG. 1. The experimental arrangement. The dotted lines sh
the invar table and slide used to varyDx. The inset shows a
typical scan overDz showing visibility of about 92%.

prediction (9). Similar reasoning applies for other va
ues ofK. Hence, local realism is incompatible with th
above properties. The special case, whereK  1, was
given in [3]. It has been pointed out by Stapp [4] th
the K  1 case is equivalent to a logical contradictio
of the form A ) B ) C ) D, but A h D. The gen-
eral case is then equivalent to a contradiction of the fo
A ) B ) · · · ) Z, but A h Z.

We will now show how properties (6)–(9) can b
realized in quantum theory. For simplicity, we will tak
a and b to be real and positive, and we will takeck

andc'
k to be real (corresponding to linear polarization

Property (9) requires

skA0j kB0jd jCl  0 . (10)

Using (1)–(5), this givesac2
0 2 bsc'

0 d2  0 which is
satisfied when

c0  Nb1y2, c'
0  Na1y2, (11)

whereN is a real constant. Property (7) requires

FIG. 2. The form of the ladder contradiction for caseK  2.
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skAkj kB'
k21jd jCl  0 , (12)

and property (8) requires

skA'
k21j kBkjd jCl  0 . (13)

Both of the above equations lead toackc'
k21 1

bc'
k ck21  0. To satisfy this, we can write

ck  2N 0bck21 , c'
k  N 0ac'

k21 , (14)

whereN 0 is a real constant. From Eqs. (11) and (14), w
obtain

ck  N 00s21dkbk11y2, c'
k  N 00ak11y2, (15)

whereN 00 is a real constant. The probabilityPK is given
by

PK  jskAK j kBK jd jclj2. (16)

Using (1)–(5), we obtain

PK  jac2
K 2 bsc'

K d2j2. (17)

Substituting Eq. (15) into this, and remembering norma
ization, we obtain

PK 

√
ab2K11 2 ba2K11

b2K11 1 a2K11

!2

. (18)

If we have a maximally entangled state so thata 
b initially, then PK  0 for all K, and there is no
contradiction with local realism. If we chooseK  1,
then it can be shown that the maximum value ofP1
is 9.0% realized whenayb  0.46. This is the case
previously considered in [3]. If we takeK  2, then we
find that the maximum value ofP2 is 17.5% realized when
ayb  0.57. WhenK  3, the maximum value ofP3 is
23.5% realized whenayb  0.64. As we increaseK we
also increase the maximum value ofPK , and the value of
ayb required to realize the maximum tends towards th
value 1 (the value taken for a maximally entangled state
From (18) we see that, asK ! `, PK ! minsa2, b2d
for a fi b. Since a  b  1y

p
2 gives PK  0, we

see that the maximum value ofPK is (50–d)% and is
realized for largeK and a state that is not quite maximally
entangled.

In a real experiment, inequalities are necessary to sho
that the errors do not wash out the logical contradictio
that local realism faces. The Clauser-Horne inequalitie
can be written [6]

ProbsAk  1, Bk  1d 2 ProbsAk21  1, Bk21  1d

# ProbsAk  1, Bk21  0d 1 ProbsAk21  0, Bk  1d .

(19)

Using a method similar to that of Braunstein and Cave
[9], we sum these inequalities overk  1 to K and we get
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ProbsAK  1, BK  1d 2 ProbsA0  1, B0  1d #

KX
k1

fProbsAk  1, Bk21  0d 1 ProbsAk21  0, Bk  1dg . (20)
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Since all term, except the first in this inequality, are equ
to zero in the ideal case, the inequality is violated by a
amount equal toPK [given in Eq. (18)]. In fact, following
the method in [10], the inequality (20) can be derive
by expressing the probabilistic condition that the abo
contradiction should never happen.

Now we will describe the actual experiment, as show
in Fig. 1. A BBO (b-barium borate) crystal cut for type-
I phase matching (optical axis is at 33±) is pumped by a
200 mW UV cw argon laser (with wavelength 351.1 nm
Pairs of photons with the same wavelength (702.2 n
are selected by diaphragms in paths 1 and 2 (as sho
in Fig. 1). These photons initially have horizontal (o
ordinary) polarization so that the initial state isjol1jol2.
Next the photons pass through Fresnel rhomb polarizat
rotators with variable angle settingsf1 and f2, and the
state becomes

fcossf1d jol1 1 sinsf1d jel1g fcossf2d jol2 1 sinsf2d jel2g .

(21)

Here e represents vertical (extraordinary) polarization
Path 1 passes through a trombone arrangement (w
displacement parameterDz) which is used to overlap the
photon wave packets to get the correct conditions f
interference. This displacement is varied by a compu
controlled micrometrical stage. After this each photo
passes through a 4 cm long calcite crystal splitting t
ordinary and extraordinary polarizations onto separa
paths. The extraordinary path10 from calcite crystal 1
impinges on one input port of polarizing beam splitterA,
and the ordinary path 2 from calcite crystal 2 impinge
on the other input port of this polarizing beam splitte
Similarly, the ordinary path 1 from calcite crystal 1 an
the extraordinary path20 from calcite crystal 2 impinge
on the two input paths of polarizing beam splitterB.
If the total path lengths to the polarizing beam splitte
(measured, say, from the BBO crystal) are denoted byx

o,e
1,2

(in an obvious notation) then the state just before the
beam splitters is

fcossf1deixo
1 jol1 1 sinsf1deixe

1 jel10g

3 fcossf2deixo
2 jol21 sinsf2deixe

2 jel20 g . (22)

The polarizing beam splitters (which here are actua
functioning as “beam mergers”) are oriented so that th
transmit ordinary polarization and reflect extraordina
polarization. Hence, all photons end up in pathsA and/or
B, and the state becomes

fcossf1deixo
1 jolB 1 i sinsf1deixe

1 jelAg

3 fcossf2deixo
2 jolA 1 i sinsf2deixe

2 jelBg (23)

(where the phase factori is picked up on reflection). We
postselect only those cases where one photon goes to e
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end so that the effective state becomes

cossf1d cossf2deisxo
1 1xo

2 d jolAjolB

2 sinsf1d sinsf2deisxe
1 1xe

2 d jelAjelB . (24)

Finally, pathsA andB are analyzed in linear polarization
at an angleuA,B by means of a polarization rotatoruA,B
and a fixed Glan-Taylor polarizing beam splitter oriented
to transmit ordinary (horizontal) and reflect extraordinary
polarization. DetectorsDAsuAd (in the transmitted path)
andDAsuAd (in the reflected path) are on theA side, and
similarly DBsuBd and DBsuBd are on theB side. The
detectors were equal cooled avalanche Si diodes (EG
SPCM-200PQ) with quantum efficiency equal to abou
60% and a noise rate of about 100 Hz. Before eac
detector is a diaphragm and a 0.4 nm interferential filte
which defines a coherence length of 500mm [11]. These
very narrow filters were used to reduce the effects o
dispersive elements in the setup. Ifeisxo

1 1xo
2 d  eisxe

1 1xe
2 d,

Eq. (24) is of the same form as Eq. (1). To arrang
this condition, a “trombone” was formed by mounting
mirror M2 and polarizing beam splitterB on a slide that
can be moved in a direction parallel to pathB through
a displacementDx (this displacement was computer
controlled via a piezoelectric mounting). In order to
ensure greater stability against temperature fluctuation
this slide was constructed from the alloy invar (which ha
a very low expansion coefficient) and, furthermore, th
slide, the mirrorM1, and the polarizing beam splitterA
were all mounted on a small table also constructed from
invar. Dz was set to ensure the correct time conditions fo
interference (the cases where both photons go the sa
way were useful in accomplishing this), thenDx was set
to ensure the correct phase of entanglement. The visibili
measured whenDz was varied was about 92% (Fig. 1).

For a given value ofK the optimum value ofayb

which maximizesPK [calculated from Eq. (18)] is real-
ized by appropriate settings off1 andf2. We can write

jAsudl  cossuAd j1lA 1 sinsuAd j2lA ,

wheres1d corresponds too ands2d corresponds toe. By
taking the inverse of Eqs. (2) and (3) and using (15), w
find that the appropriate setting ofuA for measuringAk

(and similarly forBk) is given by

tansuk
Ad  tansuk

Bd  s21dksaybdk11y2. (25)

OnceK has been chosen andDz, Dx, f1, andf2 are set
appropriately, the count rates corresponding to the join
probabilities appearing in Eqs. (6)–(9) can be measure
by using the transmitted channels in each case. Th
count time for each measurement was 300 s. The ne
to stabilize phase variations meant that longer count time
could not be used. To obtain probabilities these rate
2757
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FIG. 3. Tables of the experimental results for the casesK 
1, 2, 3.

were normalized by dividingNc, which is given by four
times the count rate measured whenf1  f2  uA 
uB  45± and Dz was far from the value required for
interference (see the inset in Fig. 1). Measurements we
made forK  1, 2, 3, and the results are shown in Fig. 3
In each case, the probability corresponding toPK is very
different from zero and the remaining probabilities ar
close to zero. This is as close as one can reasona
expect to get to an experimental verification of nonlocalit
without inequalities. To be sure that there is a violatio
of local realism we can see that the inequalities (20) a
violated by the amountS, shown in Fig. 3, in each case.

The count rate corresponding toPK was measured
for the casesK  1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The results are shown
in Fig. 4. (Note that for the casesK  4, 5 other
count rates were not measured, and that the angles u
were calculated theoretically as explained above.) Th
convergence to 50% is very slow.

All the experimental results mentioned so far corre
spond to the case wherea and b are chosen to maxi-
mizePK . Additional measurements ofPK were made for
a range of values ofayb for K  1, 2. The angleuK is
calculated in each case using Eq. (25). These results
plotted in the inset of Fig. 4.

In this paper it has been shown how it is possible t
obtain a contradiction between quantum mechanics a
local realism without inequalities for almost 50% of pairs
Furthermore, an experiment employing a tunable sour
of polarization entangled photons has been performed
test the relevant predictions of quantum theory.
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FIG. 4. Plot of PK against K. The inset shows plots of
P1 sjd and P2 sdd againstayb. The solid curves are the
theoretical predictions.
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